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9.0 CEUs – Main Sessions

1.0 CEUs – Vendor Presentations
10.0 CEUs – Breakout On Demand Sessions

______________________________
20 total CEU hours

This year’s theme
 
 

speaks to the uncertainty and challenges
presented to us in 2020, and, that which

we are still facing.

“Keep Calm and HIM Will Carry On” 



Welcome everyone to our convention this year! Although we are sad that we won’t see your lovely faces in person; we are excited that we
have the technology to be able to meet virtually with you all. We have worked hard to ensure we have a diversified and well-rounded
event to meet all of our member’s needs. We decided the best way to have a more interactive experience was to provide some sessions
live and some sessions on demand with all sessions available after the event on demand.

We hope you enjoy this experience and while we hope to pull it off without a hitch this is new to us, so please bear with us as we navigate
this new way to doing things. Please also provide feedback on the surveys provided that way if we have another virtual or hybrid event
we can improve in the future.

We are also excited to see that we have attendees this year that have not been able to attend in the past due to work and time
constraints. We are so happy to have you and please enjoy what we have to offer. Please take some time to say hello and let us know
what you think. Thank you also to the LHIMA board and all of the volunteers that we have working hard to bring you all of our educational
events, supporting our CAHIIM-Accredited schools, and making sure that our association runs smoothly and remains financially viable. 

Again, I hope you all enjoy the educational sessions we have to offer, and we are so happy you are here. If you are interested in getting
involved with the LHIMA board even on an as needed basis; please reach out to John or myself and would be happy to help you get
plugged in.

Warm regards,

President's Message

Kelly Williams, MBA, RHIA, RMA, CPC, CPC-I
2020-2021 President



Welcome to the 2021 LHIMA Annual Convention! The LHIMA board has worked very hard this year to provide its membership with a
quality education experience under the circumstances that we find ourselves in.Along with the professional development opportunities,
we have also tried to include the networking and some social experience that we all enjoy at our usual live conference.

Thank you to the members for your support of the great work we do with LHIMA and special thank you to the LHIMA Convention
Committee that has work to present creative ways to accomplish this year’s event. 

Active involvement in the association at the local, state and national level has been a tremendous part of the work that I have done in
HIM. I encourage each of you to look for opportunities at any level to be involved with the associations. There are so many people in the
field that you will both gain knowledge from and be able to share knowledge with. I believe the AHIMA mission to ‘Empower people to
impact health,’ is a statement for us to take action and be involved in HIM even beyond our own work at our facilities. AHIMA and your
component state association, LHIMA is a source for that empowerment.

Thank you for attending the 2021 LHIMA Convention.With this agenda, there is something for everyone! I you would like more
information on ways to be involved with LHIMA, please feel free to reach out to me.

Kindest regards,

Incoming President's Message

John Barrilleaux, MME, RHIA
2020-2021 President-Elect & Delegate



9:15 a.m. Combat Denials with Artificial Intelligence
Elliot Holt

The Information Blocking Rule: A Roadmap to Interoperability for HIM
Rita Bowen

Documentation Detectives…What are you searching for?
Leola Burke, MHSA, CCS

End Day 1 Main Session

RHIA Prep
Tierney Beebe, MBA, RHIA, CCS; Marissa Lajaunie, MBA, RHIA; Kristy Courville, MHA,
RHIA; Traci Brochard, MBA, RHIA, CPC

11:15 a.m.

10:15 a.m.

12:15 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

Adjourn3:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m. Welcome and Introductions 
Kelly WilliamsAGENDA

3-17-2021

Day 1 
Student Academy

*Times are in CST



9:15 a.m. What’s Your Leadership Style: Transactional vs Transformational
Joanna Ward, MA, RHIA

COVID-19: Emerging Trends in Social Determinants of Health
Brooke Palkie, EdD, RHIA, FAHIMA

LHIMA Business Meeting

End Day 2 Main Session

Student Poster Presentations

11:15 a.m.

10:15 a.m.

12:30 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m. Welcome and Introductions 
Kelly WilliamsAGENDA

3-18-2021

Day 2 
Student Academy

Adjourn4:00 p.m.

Resume Workshop
Joanna Ward

3:00 p.m. Interviewing and Skill Building
Jackie Jones

*Times are in CST



9:15 a.m. Patient Matching – National Landscape, UPI, Improvement Strategies
Karen Proffitt, MHIIM, RHIA, CHP

AHIMA Update
Katherine G. Lusk, MHSM, RHIA, FAHIMA

The Cautionary Tale of Patient Directives
Elizabeth Delahoussaye, RHIA, CHPS

End Day 3 Main Session

11:15 a.m.

10:15 a.m.

12:15 p.m.

9:00 a.m. Welcome and Introductions 
Kelly WilliamsAGENDA

3-19-2021

*Times are in CST



On Demand Sessions
Leading A Remote Workforce           
Bruce McCully CISSP

Physician Practice ROI Compliance; Ten
risks you may have overlooked
Sue Chamberlain MSCTE, RHIA, CDIP, CCS-P

Securing Revenue for Hospitals and
Providers in a COVID-19 Environment
Rebecca Marsh MBA, CPC, CHC

Overview of the spinal anatomy
Dr. Lynn Zahner

The Value of a Complete Quality
Auditing Program
Angela Knight, RHIT, CHCAF

Detailed discussion of the different types
of heart failure
Dr. Jessica Sime

Privacy vs. Safety During the Pandemic:
Can We Have Both?
Ronald J. Hedges, J.D.; Wayne Matus; Debbie Reynolds;
Kenneth J. Withers, J.D., M.L.S.

Principles of Critical Care Billing: Provider
Documentation Necessary for Hospitals
Virginia Gleason, CPHRM, CCM, CDIP

Evaluation and Management-The Standard of
Physician Documentation
Glenn Krauss, BBA, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, CPUR, CCDS, C-CDI, C-DAM;
Jacob Martin, MD, C-CDI, CDI-PA

Risk Adjustment and HCCs: How Does
This Impact HIM?      
Kathryn DeVault MSL, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, FAHIMA



Elliot Holt is Senior Data Scientist at nThrive where he is dedicated to the inception, development, and
deployment of artificial intelligence and machine learning solutions for all phases of the revenue cycle. He also
has experience with natural language processing (NLP) solutions that reduce billing costs, improve clinical
documentation, and ensure regulatory compliance. Elliot currently leads teams that create cutting-edge
technologies in support of HIM, claims, collections, and C-level analytics for healthcare organizations. He has a
Master of Science degree from University of Washington in Computational Linguistics.

In her role as Vice President of Privacy, Compliance and HIM Policy, Bowen ensures new and existing client HIM policies and
procedures are to code. Bowen also serves as the company’s Privacy and Compliance Officer (PCO), assuring timely reporting
of any disclosure incident. She is also responsible for reviewing legislation to assure industry response and compliance within
MRO. Bowen has more than 40 years of experience in Health Information Management (HIM), holding a variety of HIM director
and consulting roles. Bowen currently sits on The Sequoia Project Board of Directors and is an active member of the
Interoperability Work Group. She is also a member of the American Health Information Management Association (AHIMA). She
served as AHIMA President and Board Chair, as a member of the Board of Directors for six years, and of the Council on
Certification for three years. Bowen has also served on the AHIMA Foundation Board of Directors, serving as its Board Chair.
She has been honored with AHIMA’s Triumph Award in the mentor category; she is also the recipient of the Distinguished
Member Award from the Tennessee Health Information Management Association (THIMA). Bowen is an established author
and speaker on HIM topics and has taught HIM studies at Chattanooga State and the University of Tennessee Memphis.
Bowen holds a Bachelor of Medical Science degree from Emory University in Atlanta, GA with a focus in medical record
administration and a Master’s degree in Health Information/ Informatics Management Technology from the College of Saint
Scholastic in Duluth, MN.

Elliot Holt

Rita Bowen

Senior Data Scientist | nThrive

Vice President of Privacy, Compliance and HIM Policy | MRO

Speaker B
iographies
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Ms. Burke has 20+ years of experience in Health Information Management specific to medical record
documentation, MS-DRGs, APR-DRGs, Outpatient APCs, DRG case mix and analysis (CMI), Physician CPT,
Evaluation and Management (E/M) and revenue cycle compliance. Worked with academic medical centers,
community hospitals, long term acute(LTAC) hospitals, rehabilitation hospitals, and VA medical centers,
physician practices and ambulatory surgery centers (ACS). Provided services including clinical documentation
integrity and compliance. Experience with ICD-10 CM/PCS development and implementation support. ICD-10
HIM departmental education and training for providers, payers, and physicians. ICD-10 claims analytics and
conversion consulting.  Authored and contributed to several articles and practice briefs across the healthcare
industry.

Joanna Ward has a BS and MA in Industrial/Organizational Psychology both from Louisiana Tech University and a
2019 Data Analytics Certificate from Bellevue College. She is a 2004 Graduate of the CHRISTUS Health Leadership
Academy. Joanna has  20+ years in hospital operations with 20 years of that being in leadership roles, including 12
at the Regional or Senior Leadership level.  Over her career, she specialized in hospital consolidation of service lines
and centralization of departments as well as divesture of properties and facilities while working in the for profit, faith
based and private healthcare sectors. She is currently an Assistant Professor of Health Informatics and Information
Management at Louisiana Tech University responsible for both the undergraduate leadership and graduate
leadership courses in the Department of Health Informatics.

Leola Burke, MHSA, CCS

Joanna Ward, MA, RHIA

Independent Health Information Management/Mid-Revenue Cycle Consultant

Assistant Professor Health Informatics and Information Management | Louisiana Tech University
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Marissa Lajaunie, MBA, RHIA obtained a Bachelor of Science degree in Health Information Management from the University of Louisiana at
Lafayette in 2009 and a Master of Business Administration from the University of Louisiana at Lafayette in 2011.  She has also been a
Registered Health Information Administrator since 2009. Prior to returning to UL Lafayette as an Instructor in January of 2015, Mrs. Lajaunie
was employed as the Assistant Administrator of an inpatient psychiatric facility and two outpatient mental health clinics where she
responsible for the overall leadership and operation of the facility’s services, departments, and functions. She served as the Performance
Improvement/Quality Assurance Coordinator, Infection Control Coordinator, Privacy & Compliance Officer, Utilization Review Coordinator,
Credentialing Coordinator, Governing Board & Medical Staff Committee Organizer, Leadership Committee Chairman, and Employee
Education/In-service Coordinator. Mrs. Lajaunie teaches several courses including HIM 361 (Medical Terminology), HIM 422 (Healthcare
Statistics), HIM 482 (Management Internship), HIM 431(Quality Improvement/ Risk & Utilization Management), HIM 321 (Foundations of Health
Information Management), HIM 323 (Foundations of Health Information Management Lab), IPHE 310 (Professional Values, Ethical and Legal
Tenets of Health Care) and HSA 406 (Social Problems and Issues in Mental Health). She also serves as the Faculty Advisor for the Health
Information Management Society for students (HIMS) and the Health Information Management Internship Director.  Mrs. Lajaunie co-authors
Delmar Cengage Learning’s annual publications aimed at preparing students for the AHIMA certification examinations, including: Professional
Review Guide for the RHIA/RHIT Examination, Professional Review Guide for the CCS Examination, Professional Review Guide for the CCS-P
Examination, and Professional Review Guide for the CCA Examination. She has been an active member of the American Health Information
Management Association for many years. Additionally, she has been involved with committees and projects for the Louisiana Health
Information Management Association and of the South District of the Louisiana Health Information Management Association.

Traci Brochard, MBA, RHIA, CPC is an instructor in the Health Information Management (HIM) program at the University of Louisiana at
Lafayette.  She received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Health Information Management from the University of Louisiana at Lafayette in 2006,
and a Master of Business Administration Degree with a concentration in Healthcare from the University of Louisiana at Lafayette in 2012.  She
received her Certified Professional Coder certification from AAPC in 2008. Prior to returning to UL Lafayette as an instructor in 2021, she was
employed by SPC Health for nearly 15 years, and brings with her expertise in leadership, coding, documentation, reimbursement, data mining,
and HIPAA compliance. Mrs. Brochard teaches courses in medical terminology, CPT coding, and Healthcare Delivery Systems and
Reimbursement.  She also teaches several online courses in the Health Services Administration program. She has been an active member of
the American Health Information Management Association and Louisiana Health Information Management Association for over 15 years. She
is also a member of the South District of the Louisiana Health Information Management Association, and the American Academy of
Professional Coders.

Traci Brochard, MBA, RHIA, CPC
Instructor | Health Information Management (HIM) program | The University of Louisiana at Lafayette

Marissa Lajaunie, MBA, RHIA
Instructor | Health Information Management (HIM) program | The University of Louisiana at Lafayette
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Kristy Courville, MHA, RHIA has been an Instructor within the College of Nursing and Allied Health Professions at the University of Louisiana
at Lafayette for seven years.  She holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Health Information Management from the University of Southwestern
Louisiana and a Master of Science degree in Health Services Administration from the University of St. Francis. Prior to teaching, Mrs. Courville
was employed at an acute care hospital within a health system of facilities for seventeen years. During her employment, she held various
positions such as Utilization Review Coordinator, Health Information Management Supervisor, and ultimately the Director of Health
Information Management/Privacy Officer, a position she held for eleven years. Mrs. Courville teaches several face-to-face and online courses
within the Department of Allied Health Professions.  She teaches courses in management, leadership, budgeting, financial management,
change management, project management, human resources management, strategic management, performance improvement, healthcare
information systems, electronic health records, and health information exchange. Mrs. Courville has been an active member of the American
Health Information Management Association for 20-plus years.  Additionally, she serves on the Board for the Louisiana Health Information
Management Association where she is involved with various committees and projects for the association.  She currently serves as Past-
President of LHIMA.  Mrs. Courville is also an active member of the South District of the Louisiana Health Information Management
Association.

Tierney Beebe, MBA, RHIA, CCS is an instructor in the Health Information Management (HIM) program at the University of Louisiana at
Lafayette.  She received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Health Information Management from the University of Southwestern Louisiana in
1999, and a Master of Business Administration Degree with a concentration in Healthcare from the University of Louisiana at Lafayette in
2014.  She received her Certified Coding Specialist certification from AHIMA in 2018. Prior to returning to UL Lafayette as an instructor in
2019, she was the Vice President of Business Operations for a physician group practice, ambulatory surgery center, and anesthesia group for
20 years.  During her employment, her responsibilities included: E&M/ICD 10 Coder/Auditor, Medical Records Coordinator, First level
Information Technology Support, Human Resources Director, PPE Site Supervisor and Management Internship Site Supervisor, Compliance
Committee Chairman, Medical Staff Coordinator, Health Information Security and Privacy Officer, Research and Development Director, and
ASC Performance Improvement and Quality Committee member. Mrs. Beebe currently teaches courses in medical terminology, CPT coding,
and ICD-10 CM and PCS coding.  She also teaches several online courses in the Health Services Administration program. She has been an
active member of the American Health Information Management Association and Louisiana Health Information Management Association for
over 20 years. She is also a member of the South District of the Louisiana Health Information Management Association, Medical Group
Management Association, and the American Academy of Professional Coders.Tierney is an AHIMA certified ICD-10-CM and ICD-10-PCS
trainer.

Kristy Courville, MHA, RHIA
Instructor | College of Nursing and Allied Health Professions | The University of Louisiana at Lafayette

Tierney Beebe, MBA, RHIA, CCS
Instructor | Health Information Management (HIM) program | The University of Louisiana at Lafayette
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Brooke is the Program Director for the MS Health Care Administration and MS Health Informatics Programs at
Charter Oak State College. She has taught in higher education for the last ten years with a teaching focus on
corporate compliance, assessing healthcare quality, classifications, vocabularies, and clinical data standards.
Prior to her higher education career, Dr. Palkie worked in leadership roles throughout the hospital setting as well
as for the State of Minnesota. Dr. Palkie graduated from the College of St. Scholastica with a bachelor’s and
master’s degree in health information management with a focus on health management and received her Ed.D.
from Capella University with a focus on educational leadership.

Jacqueline (Jackie ) Jones, MS, RHIA is currently the Program Director of the Health Information Technology programs
at Delgado Community College in New Orleans, Louisiana. Jackie has been an AHIMA/LHIMA member for over 40
years. She has experience in managing health information, performance improvement, risk management, and
utilization management in several local hospitals. 

Brooke Palkie, EdD, RHIA, FAHIMA

Jackie Jones

Graduate Program Director | Charter Oak State College

Program Director of the Health Information Technology Programs | Delgado Community College



Over the past three decades, Karen has held numerous HIM leadership positions in various hospitals and health
systems.  In her current role as VP of Industry Relations for Just Associates, she advocates for improving
healthcare data quality, works with the best and brightest in the EMPI space and assists clients with strategic
and operational MPI management consulting. Throughout her career, she has been an active member of AHIMA
and has held numerous HIM State board positions including past president of THIMA. Karen earned her
Bachelor’s degree in Medical Record Administration and her Master in Health Information/Informatics from the
University of Tennessee.

Katherine formerly served as the chief health information management and exchange officer for Children’s Health,
Dallas, Texas.  As an Active AHIMA member, attention is focused on patient identity, interoperability, clinical
documentation improvement, standards development and innovative uses of technology. She has served as the
president of the TxHIMA, on the AHIMA House of Delegates, and multiple workgroups.  Lusk received TxHIMA’ s
Legacy Award in 2018 and AHIMA’s Pioneer Triumph Award in 2012.  Children’s received the AHIMA Grace Award,
Most Wired, and HIMSS Level 7 Analytics and Davies Awards under her leadership. Nationally she has served on
Epic’s Care Everywhere Governing Council for multiple years with the honor of co-chair 2019-2020, eHealth
Exchange Coordinating Committee, Office of National Coordinator, Patient Identity Work Group and a participant on
the Da Vinci Project. She had the great honor of leading the Texas Interoperability Collaborative where ~30 worked
to increase electronic exchange from 2017 – 2020. She is a recognized HIM subject  matter expert and speaker.    

Speaker B
iographies

Karen Proffitt, MHIIM, RHIA, CHP

Katherine G. Lusk, MHSM, RHIA, FAHIMA

Vice President of Industry Relations/CPO | Just Associates

President/Chair | AHIMA Board
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Elizabeth A. Delahoussaye, RHIA, CHPS is the Chief Privacy Officer.  With more than 20 years of healthcare
experience, she is responsible for all aspects of the company’s privacy functions, planning and directing of
compliance functions, and ensuring the organization is compliant with all federal and state regulations.   She has
also served on AHIMA Board of Directors and the Speaker of the House of Delegates in 2016.  She has also
served as a representative for THIMA on the AHIMA House of Delegates, as well as the President-Elect and
President for THIMA from 2008-2010.  Elizabeth has served on various committees at the national level with
AHIMA, including as co-chair on AHIMA ROI Tool Kit in 2013, the AHIMA Annual Program Committee in 2014-
2015, and is currently serving on the AHIMA Privacy and Security Council.  In 2013 she received the THIMA
Distinguished Member Award for her many years of volunteering on both the state and national level. Elizabeth
holds a bachelor’s degree in Health Information Management from the University of Louisiana and is a
credentialed Registered Health Information Administrator and Certified Healthcare Privacy and Security

Raised on a cattle farm in Michigan, Bruce tinkered on borrowed school computers from an early age. His passion for
technology would only get him so far, unless he could communicate with others about it. Bruce found his voice in
helping non- technical teams understand strategic risks and liabilities with technology. He has become one of the
nation’s leading keynote presenters on security by constructing impactful dialogue on security and threats plaguing
organizations.Through hands on demonstrations, showing how exactly cyber criminals work in the real world, to
heartening stories of cyberattacks in rural hospitals and clinics, Bruce involves and inspires audiences—from tech
wizards to average computer users.With a passion to make cybersecurity accessible and interesting to all workers,
Bruce founded Dynamic Edge, a leading cybersecurity and IT support firm based in Ann Arbor that develops and
deploys enterprise-grade solutions tailored specifically to the needs and activities common in the modern workplace.
As a frontline defender of corporate networks, Bruce’s keynotes are continually updating and evolving with the latest
examples in the ever-changing attack landscape. Previous appearances include national and local news, state, and
nation-wide events and forums.

Elizabeth Delahoussaye, RHIA, CHPS

Bruce McCully, CISSP

Chief Privacy Officer | CIOX Health

Chief Security Officer | Galactic Advisors
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Sue graduated from Ferris State University with a Bachelor’s degree in Health Information Management (HIM), and a
Master’s in Career and Technology Education, with a focus on Training and Development in the workforce.  With 30
years in the field, Sue’s career has included working in acute care hospitals, very large multi-specialty physician groups,
integrated healthcare systems, a staff-model HMO and within Education.  She has enjoyed teaching, both on the job in
traditional healthcare settings,the classroom and as a national speaker. Sue now serves as VP of Compliance, Privacy
and Education for RRS Medical, working to provide educational resources to staff, clients, patients and the community in
an effort to protect patient rights and lower risks for providers.

Ms. Marsh is a Vice President with nThrive who specializes in revenue integrity and chargemaster compliance. She is
a leading subject-matter expert in the Revenue Cycle Technology Consulting practice. Ms. Marsh is responsible for
assessing clients’ revenue cycle operations, developing plans to migrate them to a best-practice environment, and
implementing recommended changes to drive the transformation of revenue cycle processes and results. Her
expertise includes helping clients improve compliance, confirm accuracy and completeness of charge capture and
coding, process redesign, establish defensible pricing, and identify potential missed revenue opportunities. She has
more than 25 years of healthcare experience and has been with nThrive over 15 years. Prior to joining nThrive, Ms.
Marsh was a Manager of Revenue Cycle, Operational Improvement and Compliance at Empire Health Services. As
part of a root cause analysis, she implemented an automated denials management program and developed
department billing protocols to facilitate compliance with federal and state requirements. Her duties included
chargemaster maintenance, internal audit to benchmark and monitor improvement, and process redesign for Patient
Access workflow utilizing Lean and Six Sigma principles to improve efficiency and reduce waste. Ms. Marsh has a
Masters Degree in Business from Gonzaga University and a Bachelors Degree in Accounting also received from
Gonzaga University.

Sue Chamberlain, MSCTE, RHIA, CDIP, CCS-P

Rebecca Marsh, MBA, CPC, CHC

VP of Compliance, Privacy and Education | RRS Medical

SVP, Advisory Services | nThrive
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After graduating from University of Florida, Dr. Lynn Zahner completed her obstetrics and gynecology residency at
Tulane University. She then moved to Atlanta where she practiced obstetrics and gynecology for 18 years. She stopped
delivering babies in 2006 and concentrated on gynecology. In 2013 she retired from clinical practice to pursue a career
in health information technology. After earning a certificate in HIT from Gwinnett Technical College, she became a
reviewer for FairCode and a strategic medical advisor for a software company. Dr. Zahner lives in the Atlanta area,
where she participates in her church choir, hand-bell choir, and the local chapter of the Experimental Aircraft
Association. She is an occasional song-writer, blogger, and knitter.

Angela J. Knight is the Director of Audits at Services Solutions Group (SSG), formerly doing business as nThrive
Services Division.  In this role, Angela manages auditors for global, pro-fee and apprentice coders, has
implemented a dual coding audit system for ICD9 and ICD10,  oversaw I10 Education for Colleagues on the
account which included weekly roundtable discussions, trained all new QA Specialists, oversaw the daily
operations of seven QA Specialists, and served as liaison between Client and nThrive Coding/QA colleagues. She
also has served as an ICD-10 Coach. Angela has over 30 years of experience in the healthcare industry.  Prior to
joining SSG in 2013, Angela held Manager, Supervisor and Lead positions in healthcare organizations.  As an
HIM professional, she has an extensive background in coding with focus on documentation improvement in
regards to its effect on coding accuracy.  She is a motivated self-starter with strong organizational and
communication skills. Angela also assisted a 600-bed major academic teaching hospital with the ICD10
implementation for HIM and Clinical documentation.  She performed chart reviews for documentation issues
regarding ICD10 and utilized this data to update templates in the electronic health record. As well as provided
ICD10 education to the coders, CDI staff and physicians within the organization.

Angela Knight

Dr. Lynn Zahner

Director of Audits | Services Solutions Group (SSG)

Reviewer and Strategic Medical Advisor | FairCode  
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Dr. Jessica Sime graduated from Northwestern Medical School and completed residency at Stroger
Hospital of Cook County in Chicago, IL. She has been in Emergency Medicine for over 10 years and has
worked in the Chicago area and in Baltimore. Currently, she works in the Chicago area at Advocate Good
Samaritan Hospital. Dr. Sime’s hobbies include running and camping in the backyard. She and her husband
have two young girls and an aging dog.

Virginia Gleason is a committed problem-solver who has a diverse background in acute care hospital operations and
regulatory compliance with 25+ years of experience in academic, acute care, county, critical access and children’s hospital
settings specializing in Case Management, Utilization Review, Compliance and CDI program design, implementation,
regulatory guidance and education.  She has a proven ability to develop and implement or reinvigorate hospital operations.
Virginia joined nThrive 8 years ago following many years in private practice representing hospitals, health-systems and
physician practices.  Her legal practice focused exclusively on the complex area of healthcare regulations.  She brought not
only her legal background but her clinical and administrative experience to her professional consulting career.  Her experience
in healthcare ranges from bedside nursing, working as a medical practice manager and billing supervisor to the corporate
practice of law.  Through her broad healthcare background she has developed a professional consulting career in which she is
known to provide thoughtful and successful solutions for complex operational and regulatory problems. Additionally, Virginia is
an experienced public speaker and has provided highly rated education for local, state and national organizations in a wide
array of healthcare matters. She is a top-rated speaker for ACMA, AHIMA and HFMA with audiences that have included all
levels of healthcare professionals from physicians and nurses to CEOs, CFOs, patient financial services and HIM staff.

Dr. Jessica Sime

Virginia Gleason, CPHRM, CCM, CDIP

Emergency Medicine | Advocate Good Samaritan Hospital

Senior Manager, Advisory Services | nThrive
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Ronald J. Hedges is a Senior Counsel with Dentons US LLP. He served as a United States Magistrate Judge in the District of
New Jersey for over 20 years. Ron speaks and writes on a variety of topics, many of which are related to electronic information,
including procedural and substantive criminal law, information governance, litigation management, and integration of new
technologies such as artificial intelligence, block chain and telemedicine into existing information governance policies and
procedures. Among other things, Ron is the co-chair of the Pretrial Practice and Discovery Committee of the ABA Section of
Litigation. He is the lead author of a guide for federal judges on electronically stored information,
https://www.fjc.gov/content/323370/managing-discovery-electronic-information-third-edition-2017. Ron is also the co-senior
editor of The Sedona Conference Cooperation Proclamation, Resources for the Judiciary, Third Edition (June 2020),
https://thesedonaconference.org/sites/default/files/Judicial%20Resources%20publication%20announcement.pdf.

Wayne is an attorney recognized by peers to be a leading expert in a wide range of legal, information technology and data
issues (including data protection, data privacy, GDPR, CCPA, data breach and data analytics), digital and traditional
investigations, eDiscovery, eCompliance, cyber-security, intellectual property, litigation and information governance. He is the
recipient of numerous awards and honors, including Chambers and Partners Band 1 (Global and USA Nationwide -
eDiscovery, Privacy, Data Security), The Legal 500 (Data Protection and Privacy - US), The Burton Award and The New York
County Lawyers Association Boris Kostelanetz President's Medal. He has extensive law firm and in-house experience in
litigation, investigations, privacy, compliance and information governance, adept at solving eDiscovery, privacy and data
related problems for large and small organizations, and at managing both the day-to-day operations and long-term projects of
global teams of attorneys and IT professionals. Wayne has successfully built high performing, world-class professional groups,
from the ground up, both at a major law firm and within a leading global financial institution; successfully grown and managed
departments in litigation, privacy and intellectual property law; coordinated and managed projects and operations among
Legal, Compliance, IT and external professional services firms; and, supervised the collection, review and analysis of data, and
cross-border privacy issues in hundreds of matters, including many of the world’s largest financial crime investigations and
data breach litigations.

Ronald J. Hedges, J.D.

Wayne Matus

Senior Counsel | Dentons US LLP

Co-Founder | General Counsel & EVP | SafeGuard✓Privacy ™
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Ken is the Deputy Executive Director of The Sedona Conference. Since 1989, he has published several widely-distributed
papers on electronic discovery, hosted a popular website on electronic discovery and electronic records management issues,
and given presentations at more than 300 conferences and workshops for legal, records management, and industry
audiences. His most recent publications are Ephemeral Data and the Duty to Preserve Discoverable Electronically Stored
Information in the University of Baltimore Law Review (2008); Living Daily with Weekley Homes in the Texas State Bar
Advocate (Summer 2010); and Risk Aversion, Risk Management, and the Overpreservation Problem in Electronic Discovery in
the South Carolina Law Review (2013). From 1999 through 2005, he was a Senior Education Attorney at the Federal Judicial
Center in Washington D.C., where he developed Internet-based distance learning programs for the federal judiciary
concentrating on issues of technology and the administration of justice. Ken also contributed to several well-known FJC
publications, including the Manual for Complex Litigation, Fourth Edition (2004), Effective Use of Courtroom Technology
(2001), and the Civil Litigation Management Manual (2001).

Debbie Reynolds is the Founder, CEO, and Chief Data Privacy Officer of Debbie Reynolds Consulting LLC. She has served on
strategic advisory councils and corporate boards with a focus on Data Privacy as a vital business initiative. Debbie Reynolds,
“The Data Diva,” is a world-renowned technologist, thought-leader, and advisor to Multinational Corporations for handling
global data privacy, cyber data breach response, and complex cross-functional data-driven projects.Ms. Reynolds is an
internationally published author, highly sought speaker, and top media presence about global data privacy, data protection,
and technology issues. Ms. Reynolds has also been recognized as a Technology Visionary and as a top leader in the Data
Privacy industry worldwide.Ms. Reynolds is the author of works in books, The GDPR Challenge: Privacy, Technology, and
Compliance In An Age of Accelerating Change, and eDiscovery for Corporate Counsel; She is the author of works in
publications like The International Journal for the Data Protection Officer, Privacy Officer, and Privacy Counsel, Bloomberg
Law, Thomson Reuters West, Westlaw Journal, Today’s General Counsel Magazine (TGC), Law360 and the International
Legal Technology Association (ILTA); She has been interviewed and quoted in media outlets, Bloomberg Big Law Business,
Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), Digiday, LegalTech News,  Law.com, Law360, The Recorder, High Performance Counsel
(HPC), Legal Business World, Toyo Keizai Japan, and American Lawyer.
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Kenneth J. Withers, J.D., M.L.S.

CEO | Debbie Reynolds Consulting LLC

Deputy Executive Director | The Sedona Conference



Kathryn DeVault is the manager for HIM Consulting Services for United Audit Systems, Inc. (UASI), based in
Cincinnati, OH. She has over 25 years of experience within the health information and coding management
arena. Prior to joining UASI, she served as the senior director of HIM coding, and reimbursement for AHIMA.
Named one of the top ten CDI professionals by ACDIS in 2017, Ms. DeVault has been one of the primary
ICD-10-CM/PCS content developers and instructors for the AHIMA ICD-10-CM/PCS Academy since 2009.
She has authored and provided support for AHIMA online coding education and also served as a technical
advisor for the Association on ICD-9-CM, ICD-10, and CPT coding publications. Kathryn has presented
numerous seminars and educational sessions on coding and HIM-related topics.

Glenn Krauss is a nationally recognized CDI/Revenue Cycle expert and speaker. He has worked with a wide
variety of healthcare systems, independent hospitals, and clinics, ranging from large academic medical centers
and fully integrated urban healthcare systems to community hospitals, critical access hospitals, and Federal
Qualified Healthcare Centers. With 25 years of hands on CDI Improvement and coding experience, Glenn deeply
understands and can effectively communicate why and how the quality of medical record documentation strongly
correlates with overall quality of care achieved, and the overall achievement of a high performing revenue cycle.
Glenn works collaboratively with physicians and the revenue cycle team to achieve sustainable improvement in
clinical documentation that reflects the communication of fully informed coordinated patient care. He incorporates
best practice principles and standards of clinical documentation to effectively drive physician engagement using
proven strategies that create and foster a sustainable model for clinical documentation improvement. Glenn is
sought after for speaking engagements throughout the country on a wide variety of cutting edge thought
provocative clinical documentation improvement topics and subjects.
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